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DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE IMPULSE RESISTANCE OF THE 

VERTICAL GROUND WIRE 

 

A grounding device (GD) is an important part of power systems, the main task of which 

is to protect power transmission lines and high-voltage equipment of power facilities from 

lightning currents, so the GDs must have a sufficiently low resistance. It is well known that the 

grounding resistance during the flow of lightning currents of large amplitude can be very 

different from the values of the stationary resistance measured at the industrial frequency. This is 

due to the ionization of the soil near the electrode and the formation of spark channels, which 

leads to an evident decrease in the resistivity of the soil ρ in the ionization zone. As the impulse 

current in the ground increases, sparks are formed, as a result of which the ground resistance 

decreases, and the dynamic current-voltage characteristic (UI) becomes nonlinear [1]. The cause 

of ionization is a rather strong electric field of conductivity Е=ρj, which occurs when a pulsed 

current spreads with a density j from a single ground wire. Ionization in the ground, 

accompanied by the formation of spark channels, begins with an electric field strength E = 4-16 

kV / cm, depending on the parameters of the soil and the applied pulse. Spark channels can also 

form in the air at the surface of the soil near the ground wire. When the flow of many kiloampere 

currents is spreading (when lightning strikes or from powerful pulse generators), long spark 

channels can be formed up to 100 m long, developing as a sliding discharge over the surface of 

the soil. 

Obviously, accurate modeling of transient characteristics of soils and analysis of current 

spreading around ground wires is an urgent task in the power industry. However, calculating the 

resistance of the GD is a difficult task because of the complex structure and nonlinear current-

voltage characteristics of the soils. At the present time, a number of models of ionization 

processes have been developed in moist soil near and on the surface of an underground 

conductor when a pulsed voltage is applied to it that exceeds the threshold for the initiation of 

sparking in the soil [2-5]. 

The proposed models are based on the fact that around the conductor in the ground, at 

field strengths exceeding the critical value, the ionization process begins and a multilayered 

ionized zone of soil with smoothly varying conductivity arises, depending on the gradient of the 



tension. At that, the model on this basis is used both for extended conductors with a sharply 

inhomogeneous field and for conductors with a homogeneous field - hemispheres. The 

mathematical model of this process in all phases of the current flowing from the conductor to the 

soil was proposed by the authors with mutual elaborations, taking into account the hysteresis 

process in the stages of the rise and fall of the pulsed current. The disadvantage of the models is 

the presence of a large number of dimensionless coefficients, which must be tried to ensure that 

the experimental and calculated results are consistent. 

 

Model Description 

Moisten soil is extremely heterogeneous structure, including soil particles, moisture and 

air inclusions. From the point of view of spark processes, the system of zones arising around the 

electrode proposed by the authors [2-5] cannot be stable, and extended spark channels of 

sufficiently hot plasma develop in the soil. The surface of the current run-off due to the 

conducting channels increases to a value at which the field strength in the ground decreases, 

while a self-regulating process of maintaining the field strength on the verge of a critical value 

proceeds. 

As was mentioned earlier, all developed models are based on two assumptions: 

1. Spark processes in soils begin with an electric field strength exceeding a critical 

value, and spark channels will develop until the field strength becomes less than critical. 

2. The voltage drop in the discharge channel is zero. 

3. Spark processes develop symmetrically around the electrode forming a continuous 

zone of sparking. 

If the first two assumptions do not raise questions, then the second statement raises 

doubts. In fact, a large number of experiments on registration of spark processes in the ground 

show that spark processes in soils develop in different ways, depending on the level of 

overvoltage 
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. In the case of a vertical electrode, when the amplitude of the applied pulse 

has a relatively small value, the electric field strength will exceed the critical value КРE  only at 

the end of the electrode, whence the spark channels will form, and the spark zone will have a 

small radius (Fig. 1). As the pulse amplitude increases, the spark channels are contracted with an 

increase in the energy input to the discharge channel, accompanied by an increase in the 

luminescence brightness [6-7]. 

The models proposed by the authors of [2-5] are correct in the case when the overvoltage 

reaches a significant level and frequent and extensive spark channels form a continuous zone 

around the entire electrode. 



The model developed by us describes cases when the amplitude of the applied pulse has 

small values, i.e. the electric field strength will exceed the critical value only at the end of the 

electrode, and the overvoltage level will be relatively small. 

 

Fig. 1 Photos of spark channels in the soil column around a vertical electrode 

 

If we assume that the resistivity of the plasma in the spark channel is zero, then when the 

spark process develops, the equivalent electrode length can be represented as the sum of the 

lengths of the conductor and the spark channel or spark channels (Fig. 2) [8]: 
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where L is the length of the electrode in the soil;  is the length of the spark channel at 

the time , when the impulse resistance of the conductor is minimal;  is the number of spark 

channels;   is the sparking factor, taking into account the influence of the total length of the 

spark channel. 

 

Fig. 2 Scheme of development of sparking and ionization processes around a vertical rod 
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The resistance of a vertical electrode with an electric field strength below the critical 

value: 
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where 0r  is the radius of the electrode. 

In the case when the electric field strength exceeds the critical value, the dynamics of the 

resistance of the underground conductor when the capacitive accumulator is discharged to it 

occurs in two stages: the rise stage and the current decay stage. 

At the stage of current increase, when mtt 0 , the resistance change can be described 

by the equation: 
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where ir  is radius of the ionization zone; 0  is resistivity of the soil at КРEE  ; 1  is the 

ionization time constant. 

In the stage of current growth, the dynamic change in the length of the spark channel is 

described by the equation: 
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At mt  , the stage of attenuation of the current comes, and the resistance of the 

electrode is determined by the equation: 
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where 2  is the deionization time constant. 

In the decay stage, the electric field strength will gradually decrease, accordingly, the 

length of the spark channels will decrease, therefore the equivalent length of the electrode )(tl  

will be determined as: 
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Modeling Results 

To prove the proposed theory of spark phenomena in the soil, experiments were carried 

out with a vertical electrode of 6 mm in diameter and 70 mm in length. Resistivity of soil is 

1000 мОм  . A pulse with amplitude of 30 kV with a front duration of 1 μs was applied to the 

electrode. 



Figure 3 shows the curves of the dynamic resistance R (t). Curve 1 is constructed from 

the experimental data; curve 2 is based on the results of the calculation. The figure shows the 

best modeling results obtained during the trying of coefficients. 

As can be seen from the figure, the model shows a good correlation with the experimental 

data. Especially good come out the values of the impulse resistance 
mazI

U
R max ; the divergence of 

the calculated data with the simulation results of less than 5%. 

 

Fig. 3 Curves of the dynamic resistance of a concentrated electrode: 1 - experimental data; 2 - modeling results. 

 

The discrepancy between the results at the initial sections of the curves is explained by 

the fact that the model does not take into account the capacitive processes at the pulse front, due 

to which the design resistance of the model in the first microseconds is overestimated. 

 

Conclusion 

The processes of ionization occurring in soils during the flow of high amplitude currents 

have a great influence both on the characteristics of the soil and on the characteristics of the earth 

electrode itself. The proposed model for the development of spark formation in the ground with a 

pulsed action on a subterranean conductor located in a moisten soil corresponds to real spark 

processes in the soil around the underground conductor at low overvoltage levels and 

complements the developed earlier models. 
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